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Abstract
Background: Occupational burnout among nurses is one of the major factors which affect the quality of nursing care. Assessing the relationship between burnout
and its associated factors is one of the most basic things that should be done so that later, actions can be taken to reduce burnout. Fear of COVID-19 is one of the factors
that can increase the burnout of nurses during the Coronavirus Disease 2019(COVID-19) pandemic.
Aim: To investigate the relationship between job burnout and fear of COVID-19 among ICU and CCU nurses.
Methods: The Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) and the Fear of COVID-19 Scale (FCV-19S) were distributed to ICU and CCU nurses (n = 170) at Shahid Madani Cardiac
Hospital, Tabriz, Iran, and the correlation between job burnout and fear of COVID-19 was calculated.
Results: The results show that the level of emotional exhaustion and reduced personal accomplishment among participants of this study is average, and
depersonalization is at a low level. Also, the level of fear of coronavirus is below average among the respondents. The research showed that emotional exhaustion and
fear of COVID-19 were positively correlated (p < 0.05), but there was not any significant correlation between depersonalization and fear of Coronavirus; as the relationship
between reduced personal accomplishment and fear of COVID-19. In addition, there were significant correlations between age and reduced personal accomplishment, as
well as marital status and reduced personal accomplishment (p < 0.05). On the other hand, the results showed that there were not any significant correlations between
gender and burnout dimensions, nor between educational degree and burnout dimensions.
Conclusion: As job burnout reduces the quality of nursing care, managers must take strategies that reduce job burnout. One of the strategies that they can take is to
reduce the fear of COVID-19 by taking wise strategies.

Introduction
In the 1960s and 1970s, researchers identified that people
whose work involves close involvement with people in need,
often in health, social or educational contexts, experienced
certain negative feelings about themselves and their clients
[1,2].
Job-related burnout has been conceptualized in a variety of
ways since appearing in the literature. The term burnout was

first used in the 1960s to describe the ill effects of chronic drug
abuse, and Freudenberger [3] later used the term to describe a
group of co-workers appearing to be psychologically impacted
by their negative work experiences. Freudenberger [3] notes that
at the beginning of the assignment, these individuals were very
idealistic, dedicated to their work, and extremely committed
to serving the needs of the client. Within a short period of
time, these same individuals demonstrated an increased level
of exhaustion, exhibited signs of depression, and seemed to
display a less caring attitude toward the clients. As time passed,
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these symptoms worsened, became more pronounced, and were
associated with feelings of guilt and diminished self-esteem.
However, Freudenberger’s initial conceptualization of burnout
focused primarily on the characteristics of individuals prone
to burnout. These characterizations included behaviors such
as being very dedicated and committed to the clients, working
many long hours for very little financial compensation, and
ignoring their own needs for the benefit of the job. Additionally,
these employees took very few vacations and replaced their
social lives with time spent on the job.

shown that nurses present moderate to high levels of burnout
syndromes [6-12]. The prevalence of burnout syndromes is
different between geographical regions and specialties. In
particular, Central Asia and Europe had the lowest burnout
symptoms prevalence, while the Sub-Saharan Africa region had
the highest [10,12]. Also, pediatric, oncology and emergency
nurses had the highest burnout symptoms prevalence [11-14]
Burnout among nurses is a serious and frequent health issue
carrying serious negative implications not only for nurses but
also for patients, colleagues, and health care organizations.

Veninga and Spradley [4] believed that burnout occurred in
the form of four distinct stages: 1) Honeymoon stage; This stage
is characterized by the feelings of excitement, enthusiasm,
pride, and challenges arising out of the elation about the new
job. It gives rise to certain coping mechanisms and strategies,
which prove to be dysfunctional later. Also, this euphoria has
a flip side it marks the beginning of the depletion of energy.
2) Fuel shortage stage; The general, undefined feelings of
fatigue, sleep disturbance, inefficiency, and job dissatisfaction
signal future difficulties. These disturbances, in turn, can
result in concomitant behaviors of increased eating, drinking,
and smoking. 3) Chronic symptom stage; The physiological
manifestation that appeared in the previous stage becomes
more pronounced and accentuated in this stage and might even
lead to the occurrence of symptoms like physical illnesses,
anger, irritation, and depression. Crisis stage: Over a period
of time, the symptoms may develop into acute psychosomatic
disorders like peptic ulcer, tension headache, chronic backache,
high blood pressure, sleep disturbance, etc., along with the
development of escape mechanisms to deal with the increasing
tendencies of self-doubt, a pessimistic view of life, and a
general feeling of oppression. 4) Hitting the wall stage; in this
stage, there is a total maladaptation due to the failure of the
person's coping mechanisms to deal with stress.

One of the emergent global challenges in managing
infectious diseases is dealing with the novel coronavirus
2019 (COVID-19). With the extremely high infection rate
and relatively high mortality, individuals naturally began
worrying about the COVID-19. Indeed, fear of contacting
individuals who are possibly infected by COVID-19 has been
reported [15]. Unfortunately, fear may amplify the damage of
the disease itself. The emergence of the COVID-19 [16,17] and
its pandemic nature has exacerbated fears worldwide leading
to stigma in some cases [15]. One characteristic nature of
infectious disease compared with other conditions is fear. Fear
is directly associated with its transmission rate and medium
(rapidly and invisibly) as well as its morbidity and mortality.
This further leads to other psychosocial challenges including
stigmatization, discrimination, and loss [18]. With the high
levels of fear, individuals may not think clearly and rationally
when reacting to COVID-19.

Burnout is a concept used to characterize a reaction to
long-term stress, which is specifically linked to the emotional
strain of working frequently and intensively with other people.
Particularly, it seems that professionals working in human
services (e.g., nurses, physicians, social workers, and teachers)
are vulnerable to burnout [5]. The most widely accepted
conceptualization of burnout is found in the work of Maslach
and Jackson [5]. They consider burnout as a symptom of
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced personal
accomplishment. Emotional exhaustion refers to a depletion of
an individual's emotional resources and the feeling that the
individual has nothing left to give to others psychologically.
Depersonalization is described in terms of the development of
indifferent and negative attitudes towards others. It is assumed
that human service professionals distance themselves from the
people they work with to cope with their feelings of emotional
exhaustion. The third dimension of burnout involves a negative
evaluation of personal accomplishments in working with other
people. Individuals perceive themselves as being less effective
in their job.

Background
Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses have already

Nurses play an instrumental role in the health systems
response to the COVID-19 pandemic since they are the frontline
health care workers directly involved in the treatment and care
of patients [19-21]. Nurses are under extreme and persistent
psychological pressure since they are particularly exposed
to the threat of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and they become
overwhelmed by fear for the safety of their health, their
close family members, and their patients [22]. Under these
circumstances, nurses experience severe psychological and
mental problems that could lead to burnout, and then to lower
productivity, errors in clinical settings, and lack of concern in
handling patients [23-25].
In this research, we investigated the level of job burnout and
fear of Coronavirus among ICU and CCU nurses and discovered
the correlation between job burnout and fear of COVID-19.

Methods
Population
CCU and ICU nurses in Shahid Madani Cardiac Hospital
represented the target population for the study. There were 206
CCU and ICU nurses according to the latest statistics provided
by the hospital administrators to the researchers.

Sample and Procedure
A random sampling procedure was used to ensure a sample
that resembled the population of CCU and ICU nurses in Shahid
Madani Cardiac Hospital. Using the Cochran formula, a sample
size of 150 was needed to obtain a sample with an accuracy
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of +5 or -5 percent. An oversampling procedure (n = 170) was
used to obtain the desired sample. Respondents were evaluated
employing anonymous self-reported questionnaires.

Instruments
In this study, two questionnaires were distributed to the
respondents. The questionnaires were the Maslach Burnout
Inventory (MBI) and the Fear of COVID-19 Scale (FCV-19S).
The Dutch Educators Survey (MBI-NL-ES) version of MBI was
adapted from Horn and Schaufeli [26] to assess nurse burnout
levels.
Maslach burnout inventory (MBI): The MBI was designed
to measure three aspects of job burnout: emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and personal accomplishment (Maslach
C, Jackson SE. Maslach burnout inventory. 1981. California:
Palo Alto). [5] The Dutch Educators Survey (MBI-NL-ES)
version of MBI was adapted from Horn and Schaufeli [26]. In
the American study, scores on the MBI subscales emotional
exhaustion, depersonalization, and personal accomplishment
are based on the summation of item scores in each subscale.
In the MBI-NL-ES the sum score of each subscale is divided
by the number of items in that subscale. In the norm tables
these mean scale scores are used instead of sum scores since
their interpretation is more straightforward (ranging from 0 to
6) and because a direct comparison between subscales is then
possible [26].
Due to using this questionnaire for assessing the burnout
of nurses, in some of the items of this questionnaire the
word student has been changed to patient. The questionnaire
was translated to Persian and validated to assess the burnout
level in nurses. The validity of the MBI-NL-ES questionnaire
was 0.87, 0.69, and 0.70 in the emotional exhaustion scale,
depersonalization scale, and reduced personal accomplishment
scale respectively, measured by the Cronbach's alpha method.
The overall Cronbach's alpha coefficient was 0.87.
Fear of COVID-19 Scale (FCV-19S): The seven-item FCV19S was developed to quickly assess individuals' fear towards
COVID-19 [27,28]. A total score is calculated by adding up each
item score (ranging from 7 to 35). The higher the score, the
greater the fear of coronavirus-19. Responding to items on
a five-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly
agree), the FCV-19S is found to be psychometrically sound in
assessing fear of COVID-19 in different populations, including
different ethnic groups and various vulnerable groups. A higher
level of fear toward COVID-19 is indicated by the higher FCV19S score [27].
Social-demographic information: Each respondent was
asked to provide their social-demographic information
including their gender, age, marital status, and level of
education.

measurement of the variables. A p-value less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Results
Sample statistics
In the current study, 151 of the respondents were female, and
19 were male. Most of the participants were married (75.1%).
The mean age was 37.39 years with a standard deviation of
7.46. In addition, 157 respondents had bachelor's degrees and
13 of them had master's degrees or more.

Gender

Master's
degreeo or
more
8%

Male
11%

Bachelor's
degree
92%

Female
89%

Male

Female

Bachelor's degree

Master's degreeo or more

Job burnout
The normative scores presented in the present study are
based on a more refined classification using five percentile
ranges (5th, 25th, 75th, and 95th percentile) [26]. In this study, the
burnout reports ranged from 0 to 6 for each of the dimensions.
The results of the research show that the majority of the
respondents had an average level of emotional exhaustion, a
low level of depersonalization, and an average level of reduced
personal accomplishment. The mean emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and reduced personal accomplishment
were 2.65 ± 1.28, 1.26 ± 0.87, and 1.74 ± 0.84, respectively.
Aggregated answers to the job burnout scales are summarized
in Table 1.

Fear of COVID-19 (FCV-19S)
The score of the fear of COVID-19 among nurses is shown

Table 1: Scores of different dimensions of job burnout among nurses.
Burnout dimension

Emotional exhaustion

Depersonalization

Data analysis
Data was analyzed using SPSS software, version 26.
Different statistical tests (Independent-Samples t-Test, oneway ANOVA, and Pearson's r) were used based on levels of

Education

Reduced personal
accomplishment

Risk level

Frequency
(Percentage)

Very low

3 (1.8%)

Low

29 (17%)

Average

122 (71.8%)

High

14 (8.2%)

Very high

2 (1.2%)

Very low

14 (8.2%)

Low

104 (61.2%)

Average

52 (30.6%)

High

-

Very high

-

Very low

3 (1.8%)

Low

71 (41.7%)

Average

96 (56.5%)

High

-

Very high

-

Mean ± SD

2.65 ± 1.28

1.26 ± 0.87

1.74 ± 0.84
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in Table 2. According to this table, the level of fear of COVID-19

ICU and CCU nurses in Shahid Madani Cardiac Hospital of Tabriz.

among respondents of this research was less than average.

The prevalence of burnout dimensions among respondents of

Correlation between demographic variables and job burnout
Table 3 describes the significance of the correlations
between demographical variables of the study and job burnout.
According to the table, there was not a significant correlation

this study was similar to those of Altun [29]. In comparison,
Torun and Cavusoglu [30] and Cishahayo, et al. [31] reported
high levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and
reduced personal accomplishment among nurses.

Fear of COVID-19

between gender and dimensions of burnout; nor between

The mean score of fear of COVID-19 among ICU and CCU

educational degree and burnout dimensions. There was a

nurses was low to moderate. In contrary to findings of this

significant relationship between age and reduced personal

study, Hu, et al. [19] reported high levels of fear of COVID-19

accomplishment (correlation coefficient = (-0.296), p = 0.00);

among frontline nurses in Wuhan, China.

so that, as respondents got older, their accomplishments
increase. In addition, there was a significant correlation
between marital status and reduced personal accomplishment
(F = 3.21, p = 0.04); so that, married participants had more
personal accomplishment than single ones.

Correlation between job burnout and fear of COVID-19
In this study, there was a positive correlation between
emotional exhaustion and fear of COVID-19. On the other
hand, there was not a significant correlation between

Correlation between job burnout and fear of COVID-19

depersonalization and fear of COVID-19 and between low
personal accomplishment and fear of COVID-19 (Table 4).

Pearson correlation was computed to see the association

Because the fear of COVID-19 is an emerging issue, no study has

between job burnout and fear of COVID-19 (Table 4). According

been conducted on the relationship between fear of COVID-19

to this table, there was a significant correlation between fear

and burnout among nurses before. While Abdelghani, et al.

of COVID-19 and emotional exhaustion; so that, as fear of

[32] investigated the relationship between perceived fear of

COVID-19 increases, the emotional exhaustion increases too,

COVID-19 and burnout in Egyptian physicians and according

and vice versa. On the other hand, there was not a significant

to their findings, the perceived fear of COVID-19 was positively

relationship between fear of COVID-19 and depersonalization;
nor

between

fear

of

COVID-19

and

reduced

personal

accomplishment.

correlated with emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and
low personal accomplishment.

Limitations

Discussion

One of the limitations of this study was that all respondents
were recruited from a single cardiac hospital. In future

Job burnout

researches, the target population of the studies can be greater.

The results of this cross-sectional study indicate a moderate
prevalence of emotional exhaustion and reduced personal
accomplishment and a low level of depersonalization among

Implications and recommendations
Since this study has reported a significant relationship
between fear of COVID-19 and emotional exhaustion, it is
recommended that to reduce the incidence of coronavirus

Table 2: Score of fear of COVID-19 among nurses.
Variable

Mean

Standard Deviation

Fear of COVID-19

17.28

7.10

disease and decrease the fear of it among nurses, the process
of vaccinating people must be accelerated. Also, the managers
should take wise strategies to reduce burnout levels among ICU
and CCU nurses.

Table 3: Significance of the correlations between demographic variables and
burnout dimensions.

Another finding of this study was that the prevalence of low

Depersonalization

Reduced personal
accomplishment

personal accomplishment was higher among younger nurses.

0.06

0.51

0.85

graduated nurses should be supported by senior nurses and

Age

0.10

0.06

0.00**

administration.

Marital status

0.55

0.30

0.00*

Educational degree

0.57

0.56

0.48
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